Abstract. We consider the ways in which a 4-tangle T inside a unit cube can be extended outside the cube into a knot or link L. We present two links n(T ) and d(T ) such that the greatest common divisor of the determinants of these two links always divides the determinant of the link L.
Introduction
In this article, we will consider the ways in which a knot or link L can intersect a ball B in R 3 . We examine the case in which L meets the boundary of B transversely in four points. The pair (B, L ∩ B) is called a 4-tangle (or simply tangle) and is said to sit inside or be embedded in the link L. Section 2 describes tangles. (Note that the definition of tangle which we will use here is slightly more general than that found in [3] , which deals only with what we will call loop-free tangles.)
The results proven in this paper involve the determinant of a knot or link L, which is a non-negative integer denoted | L |. (This notation This paper was prepared while the author was a graduate student at the University of Illinois at Chicago, a Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences post-doctoral fellow at the University of British Columbia, and a visiting assistant professor at the University of South Alabama. 
n(T ) = d(T ) = ;
T T Figure 1 . Two important links in which the tangle T embeds has a meaning which will be explained later in this introduction; see also Section 11.)
We are interested in the ways a tangle T can be embedded in a link.
Two such embeddings are given in Figure 1 .
The main result of our paper is the following: For example the curve depicted on the right in Figure 2 is knotted:
A rubber band, for instance, cannot be manipulated into this shape without breaking it and gluing the ends back together. The determinant of n(T ), a connected sum of two trefoils, is 9 and the determinant of d(T ), the unlink However, it is rather easy to define p and q up to sign: To define this invariant we consider the Kauffman bracket, described in [1] , evaluated at an eighth root of unity, namely A = e πi/4 where A is the indeterminate in the Kauffman bracket polynomial. Some consequences of this choice are described in Section 4. With this choice of A the absolute value | L | of the Kauffman bracket is precisely the determinant of the knot or link L.
Our invariant has an agreeable additivity property: Proposition 5. (paraphrase). If p/q is the value of the invariant on the tangle T , and r/s is the value of the invariant on the tangle T ′ , then the value of the invariant on the tangle T + T ′ , which is described in Section 2, is ps + qr qs .
This last expression is seen to be the formal sum of p/q and r/s when the product of the denominators is used as a common denominator in elementary school addition of fractions.
Proposition 5 is used in conjunction with the following:
Lemma 5. If the tangle T sits inside the link L, then there is a second tangle T ′ such that L is ambient isotopic to the link n(T + T ′ ).
Thus if p/q is the value of the invariant on the tangle T then there are integers r and s such that the determinant of the link L is |ps+qr|. Thus any common divisor of p and q divides the determinant of L, and Theorem 1 is established.
In Section 12 we illustrate the power of the invariant by showing that any fraction p/q (not necessarily reduced) is associated to at least one tangle. If p or q is odd, this tangle may be chosen to consist of two unknotted arcs in B. (It is loop-free by Proposition 9.)
A by-product of this investigation is an efficient way of calculating the determinants of a group of links systematically using the Kauffman bracket. See Section 11.
4-tangles
All our work will be done in the PL (piecewise-linear) category.
Consider a unit cube J = I 3 (here I is the unit interval [0, 1] of the real line) and a one-dimensional properly embedded submanifold T such that ∂T = T ∩ ∂J consists of four points. Clearly T is homeomorphic to the disjoint union I I S 1 . . . S 1 of two unit intervals and some number + = Figure 3 . The addition rule for tangles (possibly zero) of circles. There is an isotopy of (J, T ) which takes ∂T to the four points
of ∂J. Let us therefore assume that ∂T consists of these four points.
In this paper J will be drawn as projected along the z-axis to the
Since T is homeomorphically a disjoint union it is a disconnected space and we may refer to its components; the two components homeomorphic to the unit interval I will be called the arc components and the components homeomorphic to S 1 will be called loops or sometimes cycles.
When there are no loops the two arc components will be referred to simply as strands.
The set of such pairs (J, T ) has a monoid structure, where addition is obtained by horizontal concatenation and compression, eg. see Figure 3 .
Finally, a 4-tangle (tangle) will be an ambient isotopy (deformations without double points and with fixed endpoints) class of such pairs (J, T ). The above-mentioned monoid structure on the space of pairs induces a monoid structure on the space T of 4-tangles which will be denoted "+", and the tangle T + T ′ will be called the sum of T and T ′ . The reader should recognize, however, that this monoid structure is not commutative.
Diagrams, Shadows, and States
Define a tangle shadow, like a link shadow (see [5] ) as the underlying combinatorial object obtained from a tangle diagram by disregarding which is the over-and which is the undercrossing arc at each crossing. Link shadows can be thought of as planar graphs, where each vertex is incident to four edges.
By a component of a tangle shadow we shall mean the part corresponding to a component of any tangle which projects to the given shadow.
In other words, a component is a minimal non-empty collection of edges where the edges opposite each other at a vertex are considered to belong to the same component. Proof. Invariance under type II or III moves is the meaning of the statement that the Kauffman bracket is an invariant of regular isotopy (see [1] ).
Behaviour under one version of the Type I Reidemeister move is given in equation (1); the calculations for the other versions (the kink may protrude to the left for instance or the roles of the over-and undercrossing arcs may be reversed from that shown on the left hand side of equation (1)) are similar. 
Equation (1) completes the proof of Lemma 1. Lemma 3. Consider a tangle T . Any numerator state for T differs from any denominator state for T at an odd number of crossings.
Proof. Consider the link shadow L given in Figure 5 , where T is the shadow of T .
For any numerator (denominator respectively) state for T we have that the state of Figure 6 on the left (on the right respectively) is monocyclic.
(The portion of the state inside the box is shown up to homotopy.) By Figure 6 . Two monocyclic link states Lemma 2 these states for L differ at an even number of crossings. Since they differ at one crossing outside the box they must differ at an odd number of crossings inside the box. Hence any numerator state for T differs from any denominator state for T at an odd number of crossings. This is Lemma 3.
Proposition 3.
If n(T ) = pu and d(T ) = qv, with p, q ∈ Z and u, v ∈ Φ, then at least one of the following four equalities holds: 
Formal Fractions
The invariant of tangles f which we will define in the next section takes values that are formal fractions, that is, formal quotients of two integers. Such fractions need not be reduced and can have zero as their denominators. We give a precise definition of such fractions below.
We define an equivalence relation ∼ on the collection Z×Z of ordered pairs of integers as follows:
Let us denote the set of equivalence classes as A. We will use the notation [p, q] or p/q for the equivalence class containing the ordered pair (p, q). In regards to the parallel with rational numbers, we may think of elements of A as fractions which are not allowed to be reduced except by the factor −1. Thus 2/4 = 1/2, but 1/2 = −1/ − 2 and 3/0 = −3/0.
We can make A a monoid by the rule p q + r s = ps + qr qs as we do with fractions except that for the common denominator we always use the product.
A straightforward calculation shows that this monoid structure on A is associative even when some of the denominators are zero.
Given the element [p, q] ∈ A, we will frequently speak of properties of p and q for properties of the type that, if held by the pair (a, b), are also held by the pair (−a, −b). Thus it makes sense to say that, eg. "q is odd,"
"the gcd of p and q is d," and "p is zero."
Definition of the Invariant
In this section we will define a map f from the space T of tangles to the space A of formal fractions.
Notation 3. For a tangle diagram T define the set
Lemma 4. The set Ψ(T ) depends only on the ambient isotopy class of the tangle diagram T .
Proof. We must check that Ψ(T ) is invariant under each of the
Reidemeister moves, for which we refer to Lemma 1. A Reidemeister move on the tangle T corresponds to a Reidemeister move on n(T ) and to a Reidemeister move on d(T ). If this move is of type II or III the bracket evaluated at these links is unaffected; thus Ψ(T ) remains invariant as claimed.
If this move is of type I, then n(T ) and d(T ) are both multiplied by the same element A ±1 ∈ Φ. Thus the elements of Ψ(T ) are permuted and the set itself is left unchanged. This establishes Lemma 4.
In view of Lemma 4 we will refer to Ψ(T ) for tangles T with no particular choice of diagram.
Theorem-and-Definition 1. Let T ∈ T be a tangle. Then Ψ(T ) ∩ Z 2 is a set of the form {(p, q), (−p, −q)}. Thus we may regard Ψ(T ) ∩ Z 2 as an element [p, q] of the set A of formal fractions defined in Section 6. This
Proof. Let T be a fixed tangle. We must prove three items:
Proof of 1:
LetT be a diagram of T . From Proposition 1 let n(T ) = pu and d(T ) = qv. From Proposition 3 we have p = 0,
• Case p = 0. Set
• Case q = 0. Similar.
• Case u/v = −i. Similar.
Proof of 2:
Suppose thatT is a diagram of T and both (p, q) and (p ′ , q ′ )
• Case n(T ) = 0. Then
and we are done.
• Case n(T ) = 0.
Proof of 3:
This completes the proof of the first claim in Theorem-and-Definition 1; the others follow. Proof. We have that (p, q) ∈ Ψ(T ) so that for some u in Φ, Proof. Let T and T ′ be tangle diagrams. We have: 
In equations (2) and (3) Then there exist u,
. Substituting in equation (2), we have
and substituting in equation (3),
Multiplying (4) and (5) by iuu ′ yields
Thus, since iuu ′ ∈ Φ, the pair (pq ′ + p ′ q,′ ) belongs to the set Ψ(T + T ′ ).
The value of the invariant is (pq
follows.
Notation 4. If T is a tangle, define T * as the tangle obtained by rotating
T by the angle π/2 and redirecting the endpoints (see Figure 7) . 
and As before, write n(D) = pu and d(D) = q(−iu) for some u ∈ Φ.
We have Here the diagrams in the three lower and right-hand entries describe the homotopy class (Definition 1) of the tangle. The reader may wish to corroborate Figure 9 against Figure 13 and the values of the invariant given there.
The Embeddability Condition
We say that the tangle T can be embedded in or sits inside the link L if there is a representative of L whose intersection with the unit cube J is the 1-manifold T .
The main result of this paper is the following: Theorem 1. Suppose that the tangle T can be embedded in the link L. Figure 1 , then
Version 2. If n(T ) and d(T ) are the links of
Since the determinant of the unknot is 1, we have Let n ∈ Z; we will define the tangle T n . T n has been defined above for n ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. For n > 1 define T n as the sum of n copies of T 1 ; for n < −1 define T n as the sum of |n| copies of T −1 . We will call T n for n ∈ Z an integral tangle as in [3] . By the additivity of the invariant and the associativity of the monoid structure on A, T n is assigned the value [n, 1] = n/1. T 5 is depicted in Figure 11 .
Proposition 10. Define the function φ : Z → A : n → n/1. Then we have that T m + T n = T m+n for all m, n ∈ Z and that φ −1 • f : T n → n is a well-defined group isomorphism from the submonoid of integral tangles to the integers.
Proof. The proof is entirely algebraic except for the fact that T n + T −n = T 0 , by successive applications of the Reidemeister type II move, and is left to the interested reader. 
Note here that gcd(0, 9) = 9, so this tangle does not sit inside an unknot or for example a trefoil (determinant = 3).
square granny Figure 12 . Two commonly confused tangles Example 2. A "granny knot" tangle G is depicted on the right side of Figure 12 .
Here gcd(−6, 9) = 3, so G possibly sits inside a trefoil 1 but not, for instance, an unknot or a Hopf link (determinant = 2). Figure 13 gives the value of the invariant for various other tangles.
Determinant
The non-negative integer | L | has many other formulations. For determinants of some simple individual links, the reader is offered two strategies:
1) For algebraic links-links arising as n(T ) for some algebraic tangle T (see Section 12) such as the square or granny tangle-calculate the determinant as the absolute value of the numerator of the invariant associated to the tangle, which can be computed using the additivity, rotation and reflection formulae (Section 8).
2) Consult the tables of knot-and link-diagrams in [4] (where it is explained how to calculate the determinant from the data accompanying each link-diagram).
Realizability
Let T 0 ⊂ T be the set of algebraic tangles with unknotted components, where the set of "algebraic" tangles is the closure under addition, rotation and reflection of the set of integral tangles as in [3] , and "unknotted components" means that each component of T is unknotted (for the two arc components this means that the knot formed by adjoining an arc in ∂J with the same endpoints is an unknotted loop).
We will show
Theorem 2. The function f maps T 0 onto A.
This defines a large (infinite) class of tangles for which Theorem 1
gives non-trivial information.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let [p, q] ∈ A, and write p = 2 n dp ′ , q = 2 n dq ′ , where n ≥ 0, d is odd, and p ′ and q ′ are relatively prime. Note that if q ′ is not odd, then p ′ is odd. If we can show that the value [q, p] is achieved on T 0 then by rotating and reflecting (section 8), we arrive at a tangle, still in T 0 , which is mapped to [p, q]. Thus we may assume that q ′ is odd.
We have
We will explicitly find tangles in T 0 whose values are each of the three terms in the rightmost expression of (6) We notice that i) the invariant on tangle T 0 is 0 and ii) an operation of type a ′ (b ′ , respectively) on a tangle T has the effect of performing an operation of type a (b, respectively) on the invariant of T . Thus we have only to expand the rational number p ′ /q ′ as a continued fraction and then replace the operations a) and b) with the operations a ′ ) and b ′ ) (starting from the tangle T 0 ) to arrive at tangle whose invariant is p ′ /q ′ . A tangle constructed in such a way is called a rational tangle (see [3] ). By virtue of this mode of construction, rational tangles are algebraic and have unknotted strands (there are no loop components); ie. lie in T 0 .
Next, we describe below the tangle on which f takes the value [0, d].
Let d ′ be the integer (not the formal fraction) (d − 1)/2. Consider the following calculation:
Corresponding to these algebraic operations are the following topological ones: We start with a variant of the granny (d = 3) tangle and alternately add integral tangles and rotate. These operations preserve the properties that the tangle is algebraic and that both strands (there are no loop components since d is odd) are unknotted. By the properties of the invariant described in Section 8, the resulting tangle T satisfies f (T ) = 0/d.
Here is an explicit formula for T of the above paragraph:
Finally, define the tangle S as (T * 2 + T * 0 ) * , depicted in Figure 14 . Then
The sum of n copies of S lies in T 0 and has invariant n times
It remains to be seen that the sum of these three tangles, all in T 0 , also lies in T 0 . Since adding multiple copies of the tangle S preserves both the properties of being algebraic and having unknotted components, we will be done proving Theorem 2 if we can show that the sum of the two tangles corresponding to the last two terms in (6) is in T 0 . For this we need the following lemma:
Lemma 6. i) Let T be a tangle mapped to some element [p, q] of A. Then q is odd precisely if T is loop-free and the homotopy class of T is in the set 
}. (7)
ii) Consider a pair of tangles with the following properties: algebraic, unknotted components, loop-free, and homotopy class in H. Then their sum also has these properties. Remark. In the construction of the rational tangle with invariant [p ′ , q ′ ] above there are many ways of expanding the rational number p ′ /q ′ as a continued fraction. Furthermore, in the construction of the rational tangle itself we may add the integral tangle either on the left or on the right, we may rotate through an angle either of π/2 or of −π/2 (which may be shown to have the same effect on the invariant) and we may reflect about any of the planes x = 1/2, y = 1/2, or z = 1/2. Thus our procedure gives many distinct tangle diagrams associated to the same value of the invariant. However Goldman and Kauffman prove in [6] that the rational tangles represented by these diagrams are all ambient isotopic to each other.
Fox n-colourings
Daniel Silver has pointed out to the author that all of the tangles in Figure 13 with gcd(p, q) odd and not equal to 1, as well as the square and granny tangles, can alternatively be shown by Fox n-colourings not to be embeddable in unknots. (For the idea, without the terminology, of a Fox n-colouring see Chapter 10 of [7] ; [8] contains an up-to-date review of this concept.) One need only produce a non-trivial n-colouring of a diagram for the tangle in which all of the overcrossing arcs incident to one (or more) of the four endpoints are coloured the same, say with the label ("colour") a.
Fox n-colourings of this type with n = 3 ("tricolourings") for the square and the granny tangles are depicted in Figure 15 . If the tangle diagram could be embedded in an unknot diagram then by colouring all the remaining arcs (outside the tangle diagram) with the same label a, we would have a non-trivial colouring of the unknot, a contradiction.
If both the numerator and the denominator closure of a 4-tangle T can be n-coloured non-trivially, can the tangle be non-trivially n-coloured so that all four endpoints get the same colour? It is known that a knot with determinant p can be non-trivially q-coloured, where q is a prime, if square granny 
Generalizations and Further Questions
For any positive even integer p, choose a fixed set E of p points in S 2 = ∂B where B is the unit ball in R 3 . Define a p-tangle as a onedimensional properly embedded tame subspace of B whose boundary is E.
By connecting the endpoints in a trivial way, a pair T and T ′ of p-tangles gives rise to a link T #T ′ . For p = 8 T #T ′ is drawn in Figure 16 . 
